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1 Twiddled digit
6 Carp's kin
10 In the center of
14 Really keyed up
15 Mental flash
16 Alleviate
17 Setting for the
2015 film "Burnt"
19 Corpus Christi's
water
20 It's next to
nothing
21 Went slowly
22 Seafood entree
23 Securing strip
25 Uses a
stopwatch
27 Walker, briefly
28 Spartan serf
29 Cotillion girl
32 Storybook villain
34 Unoriginal, as
with art
36 Not one or the
other
38 Mediterranean
port
39 Dash item
41 Showy flower
42 Miner's quest
43 Homework
helper
44 Whole bunch
45 Copy at the
office
46 Go-getter
49 Nautical hazard
52 Leg part
54 Tug's job
55 Gently persuade
56 Rule
58 Dead against
59 Pigmented eye
part
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60 Lethal loop
61 Predicament
62 Entree item,
often
63 Laser printer
powder
DOWN
1 Beat rapidly
2 Four-legged
laugher
3 Reserve, at
auction
4 Bumped into
5 Prepared for a
shock
6 Straits of 80's
rock
7 Electrical gizmo
8 Small metric unit
9 Chow down
10 Athena's shield
11 Stake driver
12 Small land mass
13 Adroit
18 Mantel piece

22 Kind of position
24 Choppers, so to
speak
26 Mayflower man
28 Until now
29 Fortune telling
30 Sinister
31 Large group
32 "I'm ___ you!"
33 Reverse, e.g.
34 Object
35 Prey grabber
37 Suite spot
40 Blood poisoning
44 Coup target
45 Horizontal graph
line
46 Dull-colored
47 Fraternal fellow
48 Title holder
49 Pull a fast one
50 Fine-tune
51 Quaker product
53 Atomizer output
56 Faint
57 Far-many link
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OPINION
K A I MIN E DITORIAL

UM needs a new brand? We can help.

ILLUSTRATION RENE SANCHEZ
Last week, a study commissioned by UM's new President
Seth Bodnar found that the University of Montana needs to
“immediately address its lack of brand identity.” The Montana Kaimin has recently rebranded as well, and we think we
have valuable expertise we want to share in order to assist UM
through this transition and help the University create a brand
that really resonates with prospective students.

1. "BROS, BEER AND BIRDS"
This fits nicely with UM’s already available assets. There
are plenty of bros on campus already: frat bros, forestry bros,
poet bros, science bros, bro bros and numerous other types
of diverse, prestigious bros. Bros could lead campus tours, or
campus tours could highlight the different types of bros each
new student has the potential to become. If the prospective student isn’t male? Not to worry, the University of Montana is an
inclusive environment where ANYONE can become a bro. UM
already has its own beer, so that part is taken care of, and there
are a lot of birds in Missoula, so those aspects of the brand also
fit in nicely with the already unique aesthetic of campus.

2. “INDUSTRIAL SHABBY-CHIC”
This brand is partially inspired by the remodeling of the
new University Center Market. We’ll emphasize UM’s commitment to sustainability by using reclaimed wood and shiplap to remodel almost every building on campus while also
replacing every floor with poured concrete. We’ll also knock
down most of the classroom walls to give our spaces a more
open floor plan and paint literally everything an infinitely nicer shade of off-white — even things that probably shouldn’t be
painted, like desks, lab equipment and library books. Chip and
Joanna Gaines will be hired as our brand consultants, and will
appear on University promotional materials. Even Seth Bodnar
is already kind of shabby-chic. Maybe instead of wearing a suit,
he can wear a flannel and our transformation into a “cozy, yet
modern country campus” will be complete.

3. “LATE '90s AND EARLY 2000s SPACE STUFF”
This suggestion plays off the current climate of stress and
turmoil, and the desire of young people to go back to a simpler time. Going to the University of Montana should feel like

living in Pizza Planet from "Toy Story". Our school colors will
be changed from maroon and silver to purple and neon green,
the colors of all space-themed things. All regular lights will
be replaced with black lights or neon, and all professors will
dress like Buzz Lightyear or just wear brightly colored, weirdly
layered spandex. There will be no homework, only that space
pinball game you played as a kid when your family’s internet
wasn’t working. Best of all, we will emphasize our atmosphere
of achievement by changing the University’s motto from Lux et
Veritas to Ad infinitum, et Ultra, which translates as “To Infinity and Beyond.”
As any college student knows, figuring out exactly who
you are is a difficult and sometimes years-long process. But the
Kaimin sincerely hopes our suggestions will help the University find the right direction for itself and its students.

LIKE IT? HATE IT? WISH WE WERE DEAD?
Email us your opinions at editor@montanakaimin.com
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OPINION
K A I MIN CO LU MN

Queeries: Leave the pussy hats at home, please
What’s up with all the pink hats at the women’s march?
At the Jan. 20 women’s marches across the country,
protesters showed their support for gender equality and
reproductive health rights in various ways. Some people carried signs, some led chants and songs, some gave
speeches and some simply walked beside their loved
ones in a show of support. Too many of them wore “pussy
hats.”
If you’re not familiar with what I’m talking about,
pussy hats are hot pink, typically handmade beanies
with two points on the sides. Are they supposed to look
like labia? Actual cats? Who knows. Either way, I’ve got
an issue.
The problem with pussy hats, and really any “pussy
power” rhetoric, is that it reduces womanhood to having
pink, symmetrical, hairless and potentially pointy genitals. They exclude people of color and perpetuate societal
pressures that cause people with vaginas to feel like their
genitals need to look a certain way to be “acceptable.”
Even if the hats aren’t meant to portray actual vaginas,
the name adds enough ambiguity to make them suspect
or confusing at best.
Vaginas are a terrible symbol for femininity, largely

because not all women have them and not all vagina-havers are women. If I give people wearing pussy hats the
benefit of the doubt and assume that they’re making a
statement on the quality and accessibility of birth control
and reproductive health options, the hats are still a bad
idea. Why not a headband with IUD-shaped antennae?
Or a scarf made out of condoms that you wove together?
There are ways to start a conversation about reproductive
health that don’t include alienating transgender and intersex people.
According to Jayna Zweiman and Krista Suh, the creators of pussy hats, “Trans people and intersex people
and people with any genital anatomy can be feminists
and wear pussy hats.” Unfortunately, this doesn’t actually absolve the movement of transphobia. All they’re
saying is that anyone is allowed to wear their hats and
support women, not that trans women are, in fact, women. If I say that all of my friends are allowed to come to
my house for dinner, but I knowingly make a meal that
15 of them are allergic to, I’m not supporting them at all.
I am actively engaging in behavior that harms and excludes them.
The creators’ website, pussyhatproject.com, also ex-

plains that the hats and their name is a play on “pussycat,” and a way to reclaim the word “pussy.” I get it. Word
play is fun. My first name, incidentally, rhymes with
“Hal.” Hal 9000 is the computer that runs the spaceship
in “2001: A Space Odyssey.” That doesn’t mean that I have
to get my belly button tattooed red and try to kill everyone I meet who is named Frank. That would be wrong.
By all means, march and protest. Do what you need to
and are able to do. Support and uplift the women in your
life. I just ask that you think about which women you’re
really supporting.
Got a queery? Send any questions you have to calreynolds.
queeries@gmail.com. Ask me what you’ve been afraid to ask or
what you’ve always wanted to know. Your name and any other
personal information will not be published.

CAL REYNOLDS
calreynolds.queeries@gmail.com
@CalReynoldsMT

K A I MIN CO LU MN

The UC Market: New and can be improved
The day is finally upon us when we can revitalize our
old habits and pop into the University Center for a quick
cuppa joe and a delicious pastry. If you haven’t seen it yet,
the Market is that beaming white glass-fronted mod spot
in the UC, with shiny new wood and shiny new espresso machines. Brought to you by the creative team behind
Zootown Brew and “Black Mirror,” it’s clean, modern and
makes you feel like you’re under surveillance. Honestly,
I do like it. But I feel like whenever I buy coffee, a robot
camera is going to scan a chip in my brain and automatically charge me cryptocurrency for whatever I’m buying.
I was unreasonably worried on my way to the UC
Monday morning that the Market had eliminated the full
range of baked goods available. I only make it through six
hours of economics Tuesdays and Thursdays by refueling
four times a day with kalamata olive rolls and 20-ounce
dark roasts. Luckily, most of the important snacks are
still there, but noticeably absent from the freezer are
Costco Chicken Bakes. Did they think nobody would no-
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tice? R.I.P. to the world’s best Hot Pocket alternative.
The space is very nice and clearly cost a pretty penny,
but I miss the old Market. It was kitschy and comfy, and
as a friend of mine explained to me, much easier to guiltily buy three cheese croissants without feeling judged.
The lights in the new Market make me feel like I’m in
a goddamn Toyota showroom. It’s stressful. I miss the
labyrinthine path to the cashiers that tested customers’
intelligence and spatial reasoning. I miss the days when
kombucha wasn’t on tap. Kombucha is gross. Stop drinking it.
I realized last semester that my column can affect
change within our community. After writing a scathing
exposé about the door at the west atrium desk in the UC
that doesn’t open the right way, an angel taped up signs
that read, “Push Here.” You’re welcome, comrades.
With that power in mind, I have some suggestions for
the new Market. First of all, make it harder to check out.
Arrange the aisles in a more confusing way so that every

trip inside is a new adventure. Get art students to paint
all over that pretty new glass so it feels less like an Apple
store and more like a kindergarten classroom. Fun! Relaxing! Finally, get some twinkly lights in there or something for ambience. Easy peasy.
I could be bitter for a while thinking of all the money
that went into the Market that might have been used to
fix The Door once and for all, but it’s a new year and a
new me. I have been to the gym three times and I’m eliminating negativity from my life. I’m doing my best to let
the little things go.

CAYLEY BOYD
cayley.boyd@umt.edu
@cayleyboyd

NEWS
ST UDE NT HO USING

So you want to move out of your dorm? Good luck
CASSIDY ALEXANDER
cassidy.alexander@umontana.edu / @cass_dizzle

Searching for an off-campus house or apartment is a rite of passage for many University of Montana students — the daily Craigslist searches, awkward home tours and desperate attempts to seem
like the candidate who’s most responsible and least likely to get the
cops called or trash the basement are all part of the journey.
But Missoula’s increasingly tight housing market has made it
more difficult for students to find a suitable home at a reasonable
price. Some, like 20-year-old Emily Hamant, find themselves still
looking at the end of summer, with school right around the corner.
Hamant began looking at off-campus housing options in March
last year. After searching for months online, she left Missoula for a
summer internship.
With no house and no way to view properties in person, Hamant held off her search until she returned in August. The wildlife
biology major said she found only one available house in Missoula
that would accommodate the needs of herself and two roommates
in the final days before fall semester.
According to the 2017 Missoula Housing Report, Missoula’s
rental vacancy rate — the percentage of rentals that are vacant at any
given time — is around 2.9 percent. This is approximately half the
average vacancy rate of cities in the western United States, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. While rental prices didn’t grow in
2016, they had been increasing for several years before that.
Hamant said there was one big problem standing between her
and the new home — rent. Because the price was so high, Hamant
said she considered staying in the Lewis and Clark Villages because
the price "wasn't worth moving off-campus."
Lewis and Clark housing units, which are also a part of Residence Life, are furnished, apartment-style spaces shared among a
few roommates. However, there are special requirements to live in
these off-campus communities.
To be eligible, students must have achieved 30 credits and a 3.0
GPA and must take at least 16 credits per year to be able to live in
Lewis and Clark Villages. Married students and students with families have priority to live in the University Villages.
However, the abundance of peers in a small living community
didn’t seem that different from living in the residence halls.
"It's nice to be able to go home and actually feel like you went
home," Hamant said.
Residence halls have some of the highest prices in Missoula per
square foot, costing about $501 a month per person in a typical double room. The shared space is 160 square feet on average, with no
private bathroom.
This year will bring the city’s first privately-owned designated
student housing to Missoula. ROAM Student Living is a new stu-

ILLUSTRATION CAITLIN SOLTESZ
dent housing complex currently under construction on Front Street,
opening fall of 2018.
Students choosing to live there will pay between $599 and $799
per person, depending on the type of unit and number of roommates. For a large four bedroom apartment, total rent among all
roommates could amount to over $2,460 per month.
ROAM student housing prices are significantly higher than
off-campus housing and residence halls, according to a statistical
model based on distance from campus, square footage, number of
rooms and number of bathrooms.
Cheyenne Keeler, 22, has lived in the residence halls and Lewis
and Clark the entire time she’s been at UM. Keeler said she didn’t
have the resources or knowledge to move off-campus after her
freshman year.
“I’ve never really looked at housing and I didn’t know where to
look and how to do it,” Keeler said. “Looking back now it was really
stupid because it’s so much more expensive.”
As a self-described "luxury student living community" according to its Instagram page, ROAM is very different from other housing options in Missoula. Brady Maly, a spokesperson for ROAM
Student Living, said the new student housing complex should appeal to students because of its unique amenities, such as being fully
furnished, an individual leasing system and an outdoor clubhouse.
"There's a nice, young and vibrant feel to the community," Maly
said. "ROAM will be attractive to a lot of students from all backgrounds."
Mayor John Engen said he and other Missoula officials worked
closely with Campus Advantage, the student housing company that
created ROAM, to build the housing units in Missoula. ROAM is not
geared toward low-income students, but will possibly create more

options for students elsewhere if students with more money move
there, he said.
The Kaimin compiled rental listings from across Missoula
during the month of December and found the approximate monthly rent for a house or apartment not sponsored by the University
or ROAM to be $1,100. Based on the number of rooms, square feet,
number of bathrooms and distance from campus, these living spaces are nearly always more cost-efficient.
The downside is that units that became available during December often did not include utilities in monthly rent and were, on average, 1.5 miles from the University. Cheaper housing options closer to
the University are difficult to find and they go quickly, Hamant said.
"I lived on my friend's couch for two weeks while I was looking for housing," Hamant said. "It was complete panic. School was
starting up, I was living on my friend's couch, my other roommates
were flying in and I was the one who was supposed to be getting the
house since I was here."
After the academic year began, Hamant found a three bedroom
apartment for herself and two roommates. Hamant said she was
"extremely lucky" to be able to get on the lease and move in.
"I like how the floor squeaks," Hamant said. "It's home, I love it
there."
Keeler said she struggled with finding compatible roommates
to move off-campus. Faced with the risks of not being able to find a
house or not being able to afford rent, Keeler said it was easier to play
it safe and live on campus.
Keeler will be graduating in the spring and hopes to stay in Missoula. Finding an apartment or house will be tricky, but she said
she'll use the time-honored method of Googling it and figuring it
out.
montanakaimin.com January 31- February 6, 2018
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NEWS
STU DE NT L IF E

The politics of the WaGriz student section
MADELINE BROOM

madeline.broom@umontana.edu / @madelinebroom

Next football season, students and fans may notice a shift in the
student section of Washington-Grizzly stadium. The student section
previously in sections 121-116, is now in sections 120-115, according to
athletics director Kent Haslam.
This announcement garnered mixed reactions from the student
Senate at its Wednesday night meeting.
Section 121 is currently being underutilized by students, Haslam
told ASUM at its weekly meeting last Wednesday, Jan. 24. The section
is north of sections 120 and 119, which do not currently have bleachers
in them.
Section 121 would become a copper section, requiring a $120
donation per seat to the Grizzly Scholarship Association for those
who buy season tickets. The GSA fundraises for Grizzly Athletics
and provides scholarships for student athletes. Moving the student
section would result in a revenue increase of up to $180,000, Haslam
told ASUM.
The move is official, but wasn’t publicly announced because
Haslam wanted a chance to speak with ASUM President Braden

Fitzgerald on Jan 17, and later with ASUM Senate.
Tickets in section 121 will go on sale in the next couple of weeks,
according to Haslam in a follow up email. Season ticket holders will
have a chance to relocate to section 121 during the season ticket renewal process.
“If they (students) aren't using the section anyways, and it could
be used to fund scholarships for student athletes, I only see a benefit
to students,” said Sen. Abbigail Belcher. She also saw Haslam coming to speak with ASUM on the matter as an act of good faith and
believes an open and trusting relationship with the athletics department is vital to working on campus issues together.
Sen. Sylvia Borstad said she’s hesitant about the move. She said
that students would get the “short end of the stick” with section 115.
The section is separated by the marching band, which sits in section
116. Section 115 is located on the south end of the stadium, which has
a poor view of the field and is cold as it is often shaded.
Borstad said in a follow-up email that the athletic department
needs to focus on rebuilding its reputation and that is done by “partnering with the Grizzly Marching Band, sexual assault survivors,
ASUM and other members of our communities.”
Sen. Henry Curtis views the seats in section 115 as “objectively
worse” compared to those in section 121.

UM students cheer on the Griz from the student section in Washington-Grizzly Stadium on Sept. 2, 2017. PHOTO HOPE FREIER

“Haslam could sign a memorandum of understanding with
ASUM that perhaps half of the profits of the sale of section 121 seats
could actually benefit the larger student body,” said Curtis.
Alternatively, Curtis offered that half of the profits from section
121 could be used to fund intramural or club sports. This would benefit a broader section of the student body by reducing the fee students
pay to participate.
Haslam said that the change will be implemented, but there will
still be 4,000 student tickets available for each football game.

P H OTO G AL L ERY

Local drag queens rock panties in fundraiser show
FAR LEFT: Panty Rock Drag Show
performer Aladdin Glambert struts
his stuff to the song “Strut” by Adam
Lambert at The Badlander on Jan.
27, 2018. Held by the UM Women’s
Resource Center, the show helps
raise funds for an annual performance of the Vagina Monologues.
LEFT: Hexx Shadow performs
“Bounce Your Boobies” by Rusty
Warren, an American comedian and
musician from the 1960s.

PHOTOS LIAM KESHISHIAN
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NEWS
PR I O R ITIZATION BLUES

Cuts and changes on the way from APASP
CASSIDY ALEXANDER

cassidy.alexander@umontana.edu / @cass_dizzle
The conclusion of last semester was an end to more than just
looming anxiety for college students hoping to ace their finals.
Over winter break, the University of Montana not only
gained a new president, but also continued forward with the
ongoing program prioritization process commonly known as
APASP.
APASP, Academic Program and Administrative Services Prioritization, was charged as a committee by former UM President
Sheila Stearns last February to identify areas poised for growth
and areas that could be cut to fit budget constraints.
In November, the task force, comprised of students, faculty
and staff, placed each reviewed program into one of three main
categories. These include priority for development and growth,
consider for development and/or modification and priority for
substantial modification. Those programs that were deemed too
young to be placed in a category or didn’t have enough information to make a decision on were placed into a fourth category:
insufficient evidence.
Based on the task force’s findings, Stearns sent an email to the
campus community with her recommendations for UM moving
forward.
In the email, Stearns said the purpose of the prioritization
process is to “make ongoing strategic decisions” for all times at
UM going forward – both good and bad. With the recommendations from APASP, leaders at UM should be able to align its
budget while “preserving high-priority programs and reducing
expenditures in other programs,” she said.
Stearns said in her recommendations that future decisions
must reflect the need to reduce expenses based on more cuts predicted for upcoming years. In addition to insisting on the continual work of the task force to develop a plan to evaluate programs
over time, some of the recommendations could become concrete
very soon.
The following are recommendations made by Stearns, condensed for clarity:
Recommendation 8 – Invest in graduate school stipends and
waivers as well as recruitment for international students.
Recommendation 11 – Consider restructuring of graduate
programs, which could include suspension or discontinuation,
to be more interdisciplinary.
Recommendation 20 – Relocate the Master of Public Administration and Nonprofit Administration Certificate and Minor
under the Baucus Policy Institute at the Alexander Blewett III
School of Law.
Recommendation 21 – Merge the School of Art and the School

of Media Arts within the College of Visual and Performing Arts.
Recommendation 23 – Consider restructuring, which could
include suspension, discontinuation, consolidation and reduction, of academic programs from Missoula College and UM
which fall into the priority for substantial modification category.
Recommendation 32 – Explore the relationship between
ASUM transportation and University parking services.
Recommendation 37 – Determine the viability of Printing

and Graphics Services while recognizing both its deficit and the
needs of both its employees and the campus.
These recommendations are currently being reviewed by
UM President Seth Bodnar, who will set the tone for prioritization moving forwards.
In a campus-wide email, Bodnar said he will be working to
integrate the findings of the APASP task force into strategic planning considerations, calling it a “critical priority.”

WEEKLY LINEUP:
2/1 - 2/2 - LOLO CREEK BAND
2/3 - SHIVER
2/4 - SUPER BOWL PARTY WITH GREAT SPECIALS
ON DOMESTIC BEER AND $20 ALL YOU
CAN EAT HOT WINGS!
2/8 - WELCOME BACK TYLER BARHAM!
2/9 - 2/10 - THE HANKERS AT 9:30 PM

1101 STRAND AVE
(406) 728-1559
montanakaimin.com January 31- February 6, 2018
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AN INAUGURAL ADDRESS
U M P R E S I D EN T S ET H BO D N A R O N D I V E R S I T Y,
DI V E ST M E N T A N D T H E M A I N H A LL P U M P K I N
INT ERV IE W MAT T N EUMAN
AND MARG AR ET G R AYSO N
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Seth Bodnar is unlike any University of Montana president in memory.
He’s young, for starters; at 38 years old, he’s the youngest administrator Main Hall has seen since 1945, when 38-year-old James McCain led UM. He’s
conversational, too, punctuating his thoughts on everything from divestment to his favorite television shows with rhetorical interjections -- “ok?” and
“right?”
His credentials also set him apart from his predecessors. He has almost no education experience, save for teaching economics at West Point, his alma
mater. In fact, prior to his time at UM, he was an executive at General Electric.
So for our first cover story of 2018, we thought we’d get to know Seth Bodnar a little better. News editors Matt Neuman and Margaret Grayson sat
down with “The Bod” himself, in his office, and spent just over a half hour asking about everything from diversity to his favorite local ale. You’ll learn about
his goals and what he’s not willing to offer a position on just yet. You’ll also learn about his favorite “problematic” TV shows and whether or not he’ll support the Halloween pumpkin bandit.
This interview has been condensed and edited for clarity. The full, unedited version can be found at montanakaimin.com
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Matt Neuman: Once all the interim administrators are gone, we’re left with an exclusively white, male Main Hall. What are you doing to ensure diversity is a factor in hiring
a new provost in particular?
Seth Bodnar: Diversity is not just something that you speak to. You have to be inten-

tional and systematic about it. And that is in making sure that you have key leaders and a
leadership team that is diverse. And that’s important not just because it’s the right thing to
do, but it makes for much better organizations. Any scientist would tell you, talent is evenly
distributed around the world. I’ve lived and worked in dozens of countries with people of
different faiths, different genders, different ethnicities, different heritage. You see the talent is
evenly distributed across all of those. Opportunity is not. So if you have a team, a leadership
team that is not diverse, by definition that leadership team is not as effective as it should be,
probably not as good as it should be.
So, when I think about diversity, absolutely, building a leadership team that is a diverse one
is incredibly important. So you kind of have to look at members of the team. And absolutely,
having a provost, a vice president, eventually, of administration and finance as we look at
some of our communications structure … absolutely, diversity is an important factor in those
decisions.
There are two other ways, though, that it’s important not just to have a diverse leadership
team, but to have a structure and a focus for the University at the highest level on diversity. Diversity of our leadership, diversity of our staff, diversity of our faculty, diversity of our student
body. It makes this whole place better. So, I’m going to be looking at the most effective way to
establish a university-wide position that’s focused on that. I want to make sure that I approach
this in the right way and don’t have some unintended consequences of decisions, but that’s
something that, very early, I’m looking at.

Margaret Grayson: When you said you want to focus on a university-wide position on
diversity, do you see that involving new leaders, new administrators, or do you see
that folding into a current structure?
SB: Probably more so the latter, because we have a lot of great work being
done at this University today around diversity, and I don’t want to undercut or
hamper any of that. But I want to make
sure that we as a University, that I as the
leader of the University, can systematically make sure that we’re all working together on this
issue. That’s the reason that I’m still trying to figure out the right way to approach it, because
I want to enhance the efforts that are already underway. I don’t want to hamper them at all.
MG: [Vice President for Enrollment and Student Affairs] Tom Crady has been fairly vocal
about feeling that his office doesn’t have the budget it needs to effectively increase UM’s
enrollment. We did a story where we found that Montana State University currently spends
twice as much on recruitment as we do. We’re wondering whether you’ll guarantee a greater
investment in recruitment, and what are some specifics, that you think will attract more
students?
SB: As you may be aware, before I even started, I commissioned an external group to assess how we’re doing on recruiting and retaining students. We’re just receiving the final report
from that group. This wasn’t to assess individuals, it was to look at processes and tools that are
in place. We got great advice that we’re now codifying into specific actions that we’re trying
to take. The short answer is, absolutely, I can guarantee you greater investment in recruiting
and admissions. Absolutely. But if all we do is dump money at it, we won’t address it. Having
an integrated recruiting and enrollment plan is a very in-depth process, and one that requires
coordination across sectors of the University. Everything from the appearance of our campus,
to the experience students get here when they come visit, to how do we communicate ... our
message to students about the value of a UM education? You won’t find anybody that believes

more in the value of the education that you are
getting.

MN: One of the things I think you mentioned as a specific [goal] is making sure
the campus looks as good as it can … I saw
a recent story saying that MSU is building another dorm, so that will make two
pretty high-tech modern ones, while ours
are kind of looking like the ‘60s. What are
some things you’d want to do to make
our campus look more appealing, besides
the fact that, of course, there’s a beautiful
environment around?
SB: Yeah, I think it’s a beautiful environment. I think it is, full stop. What we need to do
is look at every part of this institution, whether
it’s kind of physical, whether it’s our curriculum, our student activities, our residence life,
through the lens of student development and
student success. I can’t guarantee we’re going
to have big fancy new dorms, but I tell you
there are models out there that have taken older
dorms and more communal living approaches, and those are the best places on campus to live
because of the quality of programs that happen within that residence hall. Or because of the
way that learning happens everywhere around this campus. For me, it’s not about building a
lazy river or building a big, shiny, fancy new building. It’s what happens in that building, and
it’s the experience of a UM education that I think we need to focus on, and that’s frankly where
I’d love your feedback. What are the experiential factors that would enhance your development and your growth as a student? Because we can go out and raise money and build a fancy
new dorm, but if I don’t think about the ways in which we are enriching your experience and
building your leadership, communication, interaction skills in this beautiful setting, then that
brick and mortar isn’t going to be effective in enhancing your learning.
MG: We’ve been hearing throughout the past few years from students worried about
how program cuts could affect them. Faculty and staff have been anxious about their
jobs. There’s the whole situation with the lecturers where notices were given and
rescinded twice. What specifically do you want to do to renew the sense of trust and
transparency in University leadership?
SB: What we have to do is be very clear about our strategy, our areas of focus, and where
we’re going to be excellent. I think we have some work to do as a community in clearly articulating the North Star for UM. The areas where we’re going to clearly focus, and the areas where
we’re going to be world class. That may involve saying we’re not going to do some certain
things. I think what is hard is when you say to an organization, “We have a budget challenge,
so we have to make across-the-board cuts,” or, “We have to make trimmings in these areas.”
What we need to do is be very clear and intentional about the strategy of this University, and
then make sure that the things that we’re doing, we’re doing them incredibly well, we’re doing them with high quality. We are an institution that is very much focused on an accessible
education that enhances social mobility. And one that is efficient and low-cost. That’s what
you deserve. And so I’m going to be working to be very clear and to be transparent about that,
but intentional about it as well, and so that we’re clear about what we’re going to do. Does that
mean that there won’t be some tough decisions? No, it doesn’t, but we’re going to make them
together, and we’re going to move forward, and that’s, I think, really important. In fact, I was
just talking to the APASP task force; that’s what I just sprinted over from. I’m working with
them. I’m working with our student leaders, our ASUM, as well as our Faculty Senate, our
montanakaimin.com January 31- February 6, 2018
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staff senate and all of our shared governance groups to articulate a path to do just what I said.

MN: In his first tenure as head coach, Bobby Hauck [stonewalled] Kaimin reporters
from press conferences after they asked legitimate questions involving criminal
activity by football players. National publications like ESPN wrote about how he and
the athletic department treated the Kaimin and members of the press in general. He’s
back, as we all know. How do you plan to improve UM athletics’ relationship with the
press?

SB: I have been very clear, not only just with Coach Hauck, but with Athletic Director
[Kent] Haslam and all of our coaches. I said, fundamentally, our athletics programs are about
developing leaders of character for this city, for this state, for this country. I truly believe in
the value of a UM education, that you get education whether it’s in a residence hall, or in this
case, on the athletic fields. Our focus is developing young men and women in a very formative
period of their lives, and athletics is really just part of that development process.
Now, obviously, we want to win, but I think the nice part about it is when you focus on the
development of, and nurturing of, young leaders, wins follow. That’s the irony of all this. If you
focus on the things that are important that you should focus on anyway, the things that people
typically focus on like wins — those things happen by consequence. And I’ve been very clear
about that with our coaches.
Coach Hauck, admittedly, mishandled that situation, full stop. He didn’t handle it well,
and I think it’s a mark that he admitted that to me in the first discussion I had. In his press
conference, when it was announced, he very much said that. I think he made some poor choices, as we all do throughout life. I think it’s a mark of maturity and growth, recognizing and
acknowledging, in a very public way, mistakes he had made in the past. I think the way we
comport ourselves in our athletics programs, both as players, and as coaches, and as administrators and as fans, is a very important part of the excellence of this
University. I want our programs to
have tough players, but I want them
to be professional players. Not in the
professional sense that they get paid,
but that they act with class and professionalism and grit. That’s what a
Griz athlete is today, and that’s what
we’re going to help them continue to
be. Coach Hauck clearly understands
my expectations, as does Athletic Director Haslam and all of our coaches.
MG: Last year, UM was ranked as a bronze-level sustainable campus, but the sustainability group that did the ranking rated UM a zero out-of seven in the category of
investments. Though it’s kind of died down in the last year, I would say student groups
have repeatedly called on the UM Foundation to divest from fossil fuel companies
and have been in the past ... I wouldn’t say stonewalled, but Royce Engstrom was
publicly against the idea. I’m curious where you stand on that issue and what you’re
going to do to address it.
SB: It’s a tough one, to be frank with you. Braden [Fitzgerald, ASUM President] and I have
spoken about it. I think the challenge that comes with divestment is: How do you come up with
a set of criteria that are consistent and measurable? How do you assess a company? Because we
might be surprised by what some companies, who might be construed as fossil fuel-encouraging, some of those companies are actually doing some of the biggest research and development
on alternative energy, I think, to have a clear framework, a consistent and objective framework
for how you make those divestment decisions is really complex.
What I will say is there are people who are looking at social responsibility. I think BlackRock
Investments, if you read in the news over the last few weeks, has looked at the social responsi-
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bility of companies generally, maybe not
just on natural resources itself, but social
responsibility in general, as a criteria
for how they’re investing. This is a really, really complicated issue and hard to
implement in a fair, objective, consistent
way. I think that’s one of the reasons it’s
been such a struggle. But I think there are
some models out there that we should
look at, in terms of social responsibility,
in terms of where our foundation invests
its money. But it’s a really tough issue
that you don’t enter into lightly. If you
do something like this, it has to be consistent and objective. And that’s a really,
really tough task, and those are really
high bars to achieve.

MG: Sure, but at this point can you say whether you’re in favor of moving UM toward
divestment?
SB: No, I cannot, because we don’t have a clear plan for what divestment would mean. I’m
interested in a conversation about how our foundation, like other places, would make social
responsibility an important factor in how we think about those investments. I’d like to have that
conversation. But no, when I haven’t seen a clear plan for what divestment would mean, I think
it’s very, very premature for me to say, “Yes, we are going to do divestment” when I don’t even
know how you would define the companies that would fall within that category of divestment,
and how you would define companies that wouldn’t. And I think it’s really tough to get those
lines. But I’m certainly happy to have a conversation about it, but absolutely not, I can’t say, “Yeah,
we’re going to proceed with divestment.”
MN: Would you support increased transparency so people can know where we actually are with divestment? Because now the foundation kind of operates as a black box.
SB: These are conversations I’m certainly happy to have. I wouldn’t tell you that in the first of
week and a half of the job that I know exactly how that process works and the history of what’s
happened before, but as I said, Braden and I just had a conversation about it. I’m getting to know
Cindy Williams, our [Foundation] CEO, in understanding how the foundation supports the priorities of the University. It’s something I’ll investigate.
MN: What do you see as the biggest challenge students face at the University of
Montana?
SB: I think it’s really premature for me to answer that because, you know, I just got back, and
I’m trying to make sure I spend as much time as I possibly can with students. I’ve gotten to interact with a few, just the ones that were around over break, but I think if I were a student at really
any university… I haven’t had a 40-year career, and 15 years from now, if you look at the data, of
the jobs that will exist that I could do, 50 percent of those jobs don’t exist today. How do I think
about my education in making sure that I’m prepared not just for that job that I’m getting in a
year and a half from now, [but] that I’m setting myself up to be able to adapt, be a lifelong learner,
be a creative problem solver who can thrive in this very complex and dynamic world that you’re
entering? I think if I’m a student today, that’s exactly what I’m concerned about. I think the good
news is, I’d be very happy if I were at UM with that concern out there, because a UM education
does prepare you pretty well to be a creative, agile problem solver. My biggest concern would be,
okay, what can I be doing right now to prepare myself for that world? How should I be structuring, and how should I be taking advantage of things here at UM that help me to do that?

LI GHTNIN G ROU ND
MN: I guess that puts us onto the lightning round.
SB: Oh, man.
MN: Moose Drool or Coldsmoke?
SB: Moose Drool.
MN: Best book you read recently?
SB: Does it count if I’m reading it with my kids?
MN: Sure, if it’s one of your favorites.
SB: My 7-year-old and I just read the new Harry Potter. I think one of the other
ones I just finished [was] a book called “College Unbound,” which is looking at the
structure of what college is. And one that I’m part way through, but really enjoying,
is “Promise Me Dad” by Joe Biden, which I think is just a great reflection on loss and
continual adaptation and continual growth through loss. Those are most recent ones.

MN: Come October, will you stand by the person who puts the pumpkin on the Main
Hall spire?
SB: You know, I think we have to be really ... That’s a very, very dangerous activity

that I’ve read about from the newspaper, and I think the last thing we want to do … It’s
not responsible of me to encourage activities in which someone could lose their life.
It’s pretty cool to see it up there, and I get it, but it’d be really hard to say to a mother or
father, “Yeah, you encouraged people to undertake an activity in which their life was
put at risk.” I can’t do that.

MN: Last one, “Game of Thrones” or “Stranger Things”?
SB: You know, I have not been a big fan of either of those, actually. But I think I
have to say “Game of Thrones,” but I’ve not been a junkie on either of those ones.
MN: Me either. Is there one that you currently are into?

SB: Ooh. Leon Bridges, you know Leon Bridges? And I can’t remember the name
of the album.

SB: Here’s the thing: when you have young kids, you work, you [and your spouse]
try to talk to each other for an hour, and then you fall asleep as you try to start a video. I think the things we have watched and have enjoyed are things like, I like “The
Crown,” “House of Cards.” I think “House of Cards” is a little problematic now, obviously, and, some of those series. I think another one that’s also a little bit controversial
now, but, “Master of None” is a good Netflix series. But yeah, I haven’t spent as much
time on “Game of Thrones,” but I’d have to say “Game of Thrones” between those two.
Any recommendations for me?

MN: I think it was “Coming Home.”

MG: We’re not cool.

SB: “Coming Home,” yeah. I think that was really good, although Nathaniel
Rateliff and the Night Sweats, who are coming here by the way… Maybe it was 2015.
I think that’s the title, Nathaniel Ratecliffe and the Night Sweats. And then I’ve been
listening to Zac Brown Band and just their greatest hits, which is one that’s been on my
playlist quite a bit this year, too.

SB: You’ll realize when you go through a period of life that I’m in the thick of,
where all you do is work, spend as much time when not working with your kids, and
sleep six hours a night. And that’s the phase of life that I’m in. As my kids get a little bit
older, they still like to hang out with me, that’s not going to be the case for me for very
many more years. So I have to take advantage of that now. When that becomes the case
and they don’t really want me around, then I’ll get back up on some of my TV series.
For now it’s reading with them and doing the best I can here with you all.

MG: Harry Potter’s always a crowd-pleasing answer. What’s the best album you
listened to in 2017?

MG: This is more a suggestion, but we think you should make a Spotify playlist for
UM students in the tradition of President Obama.
SB: I think that’s a great one, all right, I will. You guys might have to help me a

little bit with it at some point. You guys have got to introduce me to some of the things
I might not see out there right now.

MG: You should ask the kids at KBGA; they’ll show you some weird stuff, for sure.

MG: I have one more for you, actually, since we are a student newspaper. Did you
smoke weed in college?
SB: I didn’t. I went to West Point and I would have gotten kicked out had I done

that.

SB: I’d love to do that.
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ARTS+CULTURE
STU DE NT ARTISTS

UC exhibit is ‘grown up playground for the visually inclined’
NOELLE HUSER
noelle.huser@umontana.edu / @NoelleHuser

Inside the University of Montana University Center gallery,
bald and disembodied cartoon heads gaze off the walls. Ceramic
tea kettles hoisted by golden balloons lead to a beheaded deer
studded with trophies and bleeding out pink glitter onto an Astroturf floor, forming a fantastical scene that leaves you wondering: Who are the masterminds behind this madness?
Five UM artists have used each other as inspiration and motivation for their playful multimedia exhibit, “Due Diligence.”
The collection features work by art majors Erin Langley, Padyn
Humble and Jon Green. Former UM School of Art students KT
Powell and Josh Masias also collaborated.
The artists state their exhibit explores “visceral, bodily responses to color and material and more logical, calculated decisions regarding form.” Each interprets and employs “due diligence” to their creative processes differently. For Langley, this
means not taking herself too seriously.
“You can be funny and goofy, and it’s still significant,” Langley said.
This fun, free-spirited attitude translates into the gallery
space. “Everything plays with each other to the point of it having that goofiness,” Masias said. “It feels like a grown up playground for the visually inclined.”

During installation, artists brought their individual work,
but the group didn't know the extent to which collaboration
would present itself.
“Everything went together based on color and general aesthetics,” Humble said. The group had two days to set up the
space and were halfway through the install when Langley and
Masias noticed a blank space on the wall that needed to be filled.
The artists then decided to use their combined creativity and
work ethic to problem-solve the night before their final day of
installation.
Together, Langley and Masias created a large and vibrant
painting titled “No Way?” that filled the wall with a wonderland
of colors, textures and found objects dancing in and out of the
canvas.
The artists still felt the space was missing something.
“We recognized the scale in the gallery needed to be shifted,”
Humble said. He and Langley got to work on another piece.
They created “Maypole,” a tall spire with glitter dripping
down the sides, lined with confetti-like clumps of pinecones,
spilling leather strands out the top and capped with a pink
lampshade.
These impromptu collaborative works not only filled the exhibit space with their bright presence, but served as testaments
to each artist’s growth, presenting insightful new challenges
and perspectives.
“You are totally giving up control,” Langley said. “It’s a dia-

Missoulians mingle during the opening of Due Diligence, a new exhibit in
the UC Gallery on Jan. 25. The exhibit features artwork from five artists,
including multiple collaborations, and runs through Feb. 22. PHOTO

LIAM KESHISHIAN
logue with another person. You can see a physical mark of time.
I did one thing, then [Masias] did another, and it’s really cool to
see. How do you not learn from that?”
The artists hope their exhibit will inspire other young artists
to seek new opportunities.
“It is nice to see the reception of other art students. Maybe
people will see other possibilities. I hate to say it, but I don't think
collaboration is very common at this school,” Langley said.
“Due Diligence” will be on display Monday-Friday from 10
a.m- 4 p.m in the University Center Gallery until Feb. 22.

COME DIAN P ROFILE

Comedian Zac Allen approaches open mic with an open mind
KAILYN MERCER
kailyn.mercer@umontana..edu / @kailyn_mercer
University of Montana student comedian Zac Allen knows a
thing or two about being uncomfortable onstage. His very first performance occurred at Stage 112 during what was intended to be an
open mic night strictly for musicians. But he recommends that anyone interested in doing stand-up comedy just go for it.
“If you bomb, you know, everyone bombs,” he said. “I still have
times where I bomb. It’s not like the end of the world, it just makes
doing better just that much better.”
Allen, a former Kaimin Sports reporter, was first introduced to
comedy as a kid growing up in Billings. His mother would take him
to comedy shows on weekends. After his first open mic blunder, he
got started doing stand-up at the Roxy. Once he turned 21, he moved
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his act to the Union.
Missoula has a large community of comedians, with open mics
held at least once a week in venues around town, but Allen, a journalism major, notes that he’s the only student comedian he knows
of. But he’s heard a lot of people say they wanted to give it a shot,
something he totally supports.
Performing has gotten easier for Allen. When he was just starting
out, he’d write everything down beforehand. He’d look at himself in
the mirror and practice his set repeatedly. After a while, though, his
creative process relaxed.
“I kinda got to the point where I can do it,” Allen said. “I don’t
have to memorize everything and I can start drinking a little bit before.”
Allen believes stand-up comedy has been extremely helpful in
his life.

“It gives me something to look forward to a lot of times,” he said.
“Gives me a chance to perform and if you’re someone who enjoys
performing, you kind of understand that you really thrive on that
sort of light.”
He always thought of himself as funny, and so did other people,
so pursuing it seemed logical. On top of that, comedy has given Allen a new friend group.
“The comedians around town, they’re great. It’s been pretty cool
as far as that goes,” Allen said.
Allen considers Missoula a great place to do comedy, and will
continue to perform around town while he can. “It’s five minutes, it’s
nerve-wracking, but there’s kind of a rush when you get a reaction,”
he said. He’d like to see the comedy scene expand with more student
comedians. Anyone interested can find open mics on the Missoula
HomeGrown Comedy Facebook page.

ARTS+CULTURE
OS C AR B U ZZ

The Kaimin’s definitive guide to Oscar season
MICAH DREW
micah.drew@umontana.edu / @micahddrew

The Academy released the nominees for the 90th Academy Awards on Tuesday, Jan 23. If you spent winter break
binge-watching Netflix instead of going to actual, critically acclaimed films, it’s time to play catch up. Here are my
favorite picks from the “Best Picture” list.

“CALL ME BY YOUR NAME”
My roommate is nearly deaf, so any time we see a movie in theaters that has subtitles it’s a win. It’s weird to see a
summer fling set against an Italian villa in the ‘80s while
we’re in the peak of a Montana winter in 2018, but it is a
poignant, beautifully crafted vacation. Seventeen-year-old
Elio Perlman (Timothee Chalamet) has an emotional, if
short, relationship with his father’s American assistant
Oliver (Armie Hammer). The final monologue, where
Perlman’s father (Michael Stuhlbarg) addresses his son is
straight up powerful. It’s all worth it for the last 15 minutes.
Why you should see it: To remind you of summer, love
and why you must visit Italy.

“DUNKIRK”
This war epic from the director of “Inception” and “The
Dark Knight” trilogy transports viewers to the French
coast during World War II, where a daring evacuation of
British soldiers has become something of a modern legend. Christopher Nolan created a film with limited dialogue that showcases a visually stunning interplay of the
colors gray, greenish gray and bluish gray. It vaguely resembles Missoula on a typical cloudy winter day, but with
more water, more people and, you know, a World War.
Why you should see it: Hans Zimmer composed the score.

“LADY BIRD”
In the opening scenes, Christine “Lady Bird” McPherson (Saoirse Ronan) bemoans living in California and
wants to go to the East Coast “where culture is… and writers live in the woods.” Now we don’t want more Californians to start coming to Montana, but it’s just a slap in the
face to pass over our mountainous haven of hipster-lumberjack culture and writers who live in the woods (looking
at you, Norman Maclean). This classic, tender and angsty
coming-of-age story was the best movie I saw this year.
Why you should see it: It broke “Toy Story 2”’s Rotten
Tomatoes record for the most Fresh reviews (165) without

PHOTO COURTESY THE CANADIAN JEWISH NEWS
a single Rotten one (though it has received one Rotten review since.) That has to count for something.

“THE POST”
We in the Fake News biz live for the idea of breaking
the next big scoop, real or imagined, and we struggle with
the ethics of publishing secrets that may or may not damage the institution we hold dear. Typically in the Kaimin
world that means being the first people to let you know
there is a new pumpkin atop Main Hall, and then scratching our heads about whether publishing the methods of
said pumpkin spiking should be printed.
In a direct parallel, this film puts Tom Hanks and Meryl Streep in similar positions, agonizing over whether or
not to publish some of the most damning classified documents in American history: the Pentagon Papers about the
Vietnam War.
Why you should see it: Meryl Streep and Tom Hanks.
Enough said.

“THE SHAPE OF WATER”
A rather hetero-normative film in which a mute janitor
befriends the Flathead Lake Monster. Sally Hawkins plays
lonely Elisa, a janitor working in a high-security laboratory. There, she befriends a humanoid merperson, “the

asset,” and forms an empathetic connection that leads to
a harrowing escape. A deleted, unmentioned post-credits
scene actually shows Eliza and Asset taking up residence
near Bigfork. Clearly, the Kaimin search for the Flathead
Lake Monster in 2016 was half-assed.
Why you should see it: It received 13 nominations. That’s
only one fewer than “La La Land,” people.

“THREE BILLBOARDS OUTSIDE EBBING, MISSOURI”
Billboards exist because they work. They draw the attention of drivers passing by and can tell a lot about the
local community. The first billboards you see when driving to Missoula along I-90 also showcase our local values.
First, just miles after crossing Lookout Pass from Idaho, an
advertisement for the Adam and Eve Superstore, 103 miles
away. The second and third remind you that the Adam
and Eve Superstore is now only 98 and 92 miles away.
Clearly sex toys are near and dear to Missoulians’ hearts.
But outside Ebbing, Missouri, Mildred Hayes (Frances
McDormand) uses billboards to keep her daughter’s unsolved murder case in the public light. When that doesn’t
get attention, she resorts to attacking the town dentist and
lighting up the police station with a Molotov cocktail.
Why you should see it: It’ll probably win.
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SPORTS
WO ME N’S BASKETBALL

Lady Griz handle adversity, lead Big Sky Conference
LUCAS AILPORT
lucas.ailport@umontana.edu / @lucas_ailport

When fall semester came to a close, the Montana Lady Griz basketball team had a record of just 3-7. Since then Montana has been
nearly unstoppable, going 8-2 overall and entering this weekend in
sole possession of first place in the Big Sky Conference at 7-2.
“Our schedule in November was brutally tough, so I really
think that helped prepare us for conference,” head coach Shannon
Schweyen said. “Every time we lost one of those our goal was to
bring something out of it that we could improve on or get better at.”
Montana played tough competition early on in the season. The
team battled against Gonzaga, Marquette and were tied with Kentucky at halftime. All of this with star players Kayleigh Valley and
Alycia Harris out for the season due to knee injuries.
The loss of Valley, who was the preseason Big Sky MVP, has
showed this season as the team has struggled to put up points.
Montana is ranked 11th in scoring in the Big Sky, averaging only 62
points per game.
But Schweyen and her coaching staff made sure the team is solid
defensively, which has been one of the main reasons for its success.
Montana is ranked third in defense in the Big Sky, allowing opponents to score 62.5 points per game. They are also fourth in opponents field goal percentage, holding teams to 39 percent from the
floor.

“We’re a group that doesn’t shoot the ball well every night so we
have to be good defensively and we’ve been focusing a lot on that,”
Schweyen said. “It’s something we’ve taken a lot of pride in here at
Montana and we want to be known as a good defensive team. It just
takes hard work.”
Two Montana natives have helped lead this team to its current
success — redshirt sophomore McKenzie Johnston and redshirt junior Jace Henderson.
Johnston, Montana’s point guard, has been versatile this season,
averaging 11.9 points, 4.4 assists (4th in the Big Sky), 5.6 rebounds and
has recorded 25 steals. Henderson has averaged 9.2 points and 7.9 rebounds (6th in the Big Sky) per game in a breakout year.
“They’re two kids who lived in the gym last summer and they
worked really hard, so it’s nice to see them rewarded for all their
hard work,” Schweyen said. “Kenzie’s numbers in league are phenomenal and Jace has been steady in her play, she’s one of the hardest
workers you will see around.”
The Big Sky looks to be very competitive this year, with five
teams within a game and a half of Montana’s conference lead.
Schweyen said she and other coaches around the league believe this
could be anyone’s year. Whoever enters the conference tournament
with momentum will be favored to win. But it doesn’t matter who
lines up against Montana, the Lady Griz are going to bring intensity
and tough defense night in and night out.
“This is a group that is gritty and plays hard and they don’t care
who their matching up against,” Schweyen said.

Lady Griz guard Sophia Stiles struggles to maintain control of the ball
after the whistle was blown in Dahlberg Arena on Dec. 7, 2017. PHOTO

SARA DIGGINS

K A I MIN CO LU MN

Views from the 406: Dahlberg Arena is the place to be
Last Thursday, Griz athletics offered free pizza to students who
attended the basketball game against Southern Utah. The Griz were
playing in their first game back from the break and the marketing
department wanted to bring as many fans into Dahlberg Arena to
watch the undefeated Griz play.
The trick worked. The students’ section was filled to capacity, and
extended into the general admission section, and the atmosphere inside the arena was as good as it has been all season long. The attendance broke 4,000 for the second time at home this year, with the large
crowd watching another dominating Griz win.
Whether there is free pizza or not, and whether it is the men or
the Lady Griz playing, there are exciting things happening inside
Dahlberg Arena.
The Griz beat Northern Arizona Saturday to improve to 9-0 at
home, which matches their conference record. In those nine games
at home, the men are winning by over 17 points per game. Only one
opponent, Northern Colorado, has been within 10 points of Montana
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at the final whistle, but the Griz led by 21 points in the second half of
that game before laying off the gas.
Not only have the Griz been dominating, they have also been
incredibly fun to watch. Almost every home game comes with at
least one highlight-reel dunk or defensive play. In the game against
Southern Utah, freshman Karl Nicholas blocked a shot so hard I was
shocked the ball didn’t lose air in the process. Sophomore Sayeed
Pridgett followed that with another swat, igniting the crowd again.
Juniors Michael Oguine, who reached 1000 career points Saturday, and Jamar Akoh have been destroying rims all season long,
while junior Ahmaad Rorie and freshman Timmy Falls bring a ridiculous amount of swagger to the backcourt.
The men have five more games at home this season, get there before it’s too late.
The Lady Griz may not be undefeated, but they have taken on the
role of underdog this season and exceeded all expectations. At home
they are 8-3 with a perfect 4-0 record in Big Sky games. They carry a

five-game winning streak into this week’s games against Northern
Colorado and North Dakota on Thursday and Saturday, respectively.
McKenzie Johnston has a couple of near-triple doubles. Madi
Schoening lights it up from downtown. Newcomer Caitlin Lonergan
is nearly impossible to guard on the low block and freshman Sophia
Stiles provides instant energy and tough defense off the bench.
A couple of teams that are undefeated at home in Big Sky play,
new video boards that provide a great environment and some great
marketing promotions make Dahlberg Arena the place to be on
Thursdays and Saturdays. These are the two best teams I’ve seen in
my time at UM and you won’t want to miss a single minute.

JACKSON WAGNER

jackson.wagner@umontana.edu
@jackson_wagner
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Griz rewind: winter break edition
NICK PUCKETT

nicholas.puckett@umontana.edu / @puck_nick

As 2017 came to a close, Griz football was left in a state of flux.
The team fell to Montana State for the second year in a row and
promptly missed the playoffs. Former head coach Bob Stitt was
fired as a result, despite a 21-14 record in three seasons, and the
program rehired Bobby Hauck, a controversial figure who many
have accused of fostering a culture that led to the 2012 sexual abuse
scandal that shook the University.
Then we all left.
And while we were away, productively drooling in front of
Netflix, the Griz bounced back to Big Sky dominance. The men’s
basketball team has started conference play at a perfect 9-0, and
the Lady Griz won eight of their last ten games to put them in first
place.
The reigning conference champion softball team was rewarded with new stadium seating and a press box behind home plate.
However, the team will start the 2018 season without former head
coach Jamie Pinkerton for the first time in program history.
Hauck built his coaching staff and signed 15 recruits during
the first-ever early signing period on Dec. 20. The Griz will host
their second signing day Feb. 7.
Here are the stories you missed over winter break:

THE NEW BEST SPORT ON CAMPUS
Another disappointing football season gave way for a new
sport to take center stage on campus. The men’s and women’s
basketball teams have given disheartened Griz fans something to
cheer for as both sports find themselves atop the conference standings.
The men’s team won five road games to bolster a perfect 9-0
start, including a 67-52 win over then-second place Montana State
in Bozeman and a 92-89 over Portland State, the conference’s best
offensive team.
Montana’s Big Three — Jamar Akoh, Ahmaad Rorie and Michael Oguine — have scored more points than any other trio in the
conference. As a result, the team is enjoying its best start to conference play since the 2012-13 season.
The Lady Griz have found ways to win despite being the second-worst offense in the conference. The team that started off 0-5
battled its way to an 11-9 overall record and a 7-2 Big Sky mark to
put the Lady Griz in the conference’s top spot. McKenzie Johnston
is the only player averaging double digit points per game (11.9),
but great defense and second chance opportunities have kept the
Lady Griz in games. Montana is tied with Montana State for the
second-best defense and ranks third in offensive rebounding.

Griz guard Timmy Falls finds the basket during the first half of Montana’s 71-47 victory over the Southern Utah Thunderbirds in Dahlberg Arena on Jan.
25. PHOTO DAN FRANZ

AFTER PINK

Melanie Meuchel, an assistant under Pinkerton, took the
former coach’s place and will lead the Montana softball team
through an arduous preseason tournament schedule. Montana
is scheduled for five preseason tournaments throughout February and early March.
The team will christen its new stadium March 13 for a
doubleheader against Providence (formerly University of Great
Falls), a team the Griz beat by a combined score of 31-2 to close
out the fall exhibition season. The new bleachers will provide
638 seats in place of the temporary bleachers that sat roughly
200 fans. The new addition will include a press box, concession
stand and restrooms.
On the field, the reigning Big Sky champs will return with
several familiar faces. Last year’s home run leader Delene Colburn will return to anchor the middle of Montana’s lineup and
Michaela Hood will look to improve upon a stellar freshman
season in 2017. Both earned All-Big Sky honors in 2017. The Griz
will be without star slugger Sydney Stites this season, who followed Pinkerton to his coaching job at Iowa State.

LOCALS ONLY

Though not all of Hauck’s new coaching hires have Montana
ties, the UM alum and storied coach made a point to build his team
with coaches and players tied to the state and the school.
Hauck rehired former offensive coordinator Timm Rosenbach
to lead the Griz offense once more. Rosenbach was the offensive
coordinator for the Griz in 2012 under Mick Delaney. He worked
under Hauck as offensive coordinator at UNLV from 2013 to 2014.
Rosenbach played briefly for the Arizona Cardinals. He started
every game at quarterback his second season and threw for more
than 3,000 yards and 16 touchdowns.
Kent Baer may be the most intriguing coaching hire so far. Baer
was the defensive coordinator for 10 FBS schools over his 44-year
career, including Notre Dame, Stanford, Washington and Colorado.
Former Griz linebacker Barry Sacks will work alongside him coaching the defensive line.
Of the 15 recruits that signed letters of intent during the early
signing period Dec. 20, nine are from Montana, including quarterback Garrett Graves from Eureka and athlete Levi Janacaro of Missoula-Big Sky High School.
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FIRST

FRIDAY
AT ROAM

IS YOUR FIRST STEP

TO A NEW HOME.
We’re all about celebrating First Friday Missoula — ROAM style! Join us
for the Grand Opening of our new leasing office on February 2! While
checking out our new space, you’ll have a chance to meet local artist,
Laura Baker, and view her on-site art exhibit. To kick up the fun even
more, our giveaways are taking an adventurous route! Follow these steps
and you can bring a loaded gift card to some cool Missoula venues!

COOL ART
FREE FIVE ON BLACK
FREE DRINKS
FANTASTIC GIVEAWAYS
AWESOME LEASING SPECIALS

HOW MUCH WILL YOU WIN?
Bring a friend = $5
Fill out an application = $10
Sign a lease = $25

FEB.

STUDENT

LIVING

To learn more, text ROAM to 47464 or visit us online at

LIVEATROAM.COM
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4-7 P.M.

2

LEASING OFFICE:
125 S. Higgins Ave.

